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Dr Jane Kise is an educational consultant, specialising in leadership development,
team building, coaching, professional learning communities and school staﬀ
development for diﬀerentiated instruction, especially in mathematics. She is the
author or co-author of over 20 books on these subjects. Jane has worked with diverse
organisations, including various public and private schools, NASA, the University of
Minnesota and numerous other institutions. She is a frequent workshop speaker and
has presented at numerous major international conferences. She has taught writing
at the university level.
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Type Preferences and Coaching Implications
Extraverted types may:

Introverted types may:

• Need to talk, not listen, to understand
• Change their minds as they talk
• Prefer act-reflect-act patterns of learning; for
Extraverts, the doing gives them something to
think about
• Be stressed by too much lecture/inaction/quiet

Sensing types may:

• Prefer to reflect on materials or experiences in
advance
• Take on a “deer in the headlights” feeling if the
meeting focus changes from what they expect
• Prefer a reflect-act-reflect pattern of learning,
anticipating or reading about what might happen in
advance of trying it
• Be stressed by noise, changes without reflective time,
being asked to self-disclose too much information
Intuitive types may:

• Want immediate applications and relevant
examples
• Prefer step-by-step implementation strategies and
details to take them from what they know to what
you want them to do
• View theory as beside the point; they want to
know what will work in their classroom
• Be stressed by removal of what is working with no
proof that the change will be better
Thinking types may:

• Be less interested in isolated skills than in how they
fit into overall goals and strategies
• View curriculum or instructional practices as a
starting place for innovation unless give clear reasons
not to deviate from them
• Respond more to metaphors or theories than to
facts
• Be stressed by details, structure, no room for
creativity
Feeling types may:

• Want to know a coach is competent; tout your
credentials and experience
• Need logic and the rationale for changes
• Distrust nonspecific praise
• Be stressed by displays of emotion, assumption of
a personal relationship, lack of fairness or equity

• Take problems or critiques personally. Start with
concrete positive reinforcement
• Be concerned about the impact of practices on the
whole person—teachers and students—not just
academic achievement
• Want students (and coaches) to like them
• Be stressed by disharmony, not being listened to, or
awareness that the needs of some teachers or students
are not being met
Perceiving types may:

Judging types may:
• Find good practices and stick with them.
• Have things planned out and resist coaching
interventions that interfere
• Seem rigid without sufficient attention to their
informational and timing needs
• Be stressed by changes—they had it all planned!

• Avoid planning very far ahead—things could change!
A coach needs flexibility regarding the when’s and
what’s of interactions.
• Resist deciding quickly about lessons or practices—or
may easily change their minds with new information
• Be more likely to over or underestimate how long
activities will take
• Be stressed by closure: something better or more
appropriate may be revealed through waiting
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future workshops, conferences and the latest publications.
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